Best New

real life made simple

Products

Bubly
SPARKLING
WATER,
$5 per case,
bubly.com.

FEELIN’ FIZZY

Ever wonder if that newest must-have is worth
your hard-earned pennies? No worries—we’ve
got this. We turned to BrandSpark International,
which surveys more than 18,000 Canadians each
year about their favourite new products. Check
out these top picks for 2019 (you can see the rest
of the list at bestnewproducts.ca).

BUBLY SPARKLING WATER

PHOTOGRAPY, MAYA VISNYEI (AFFOGATO, SANDWICH); SUECH AND BECK (SHRIMP BOWL); CARLYLE ROUTH (MODEL)

Let’s be real. Until recently, the selection of
sparkling water was seriously lacking. Enter
Bubly and its zero-calorie, sweetener-free seltzers, with fun flavour infusions like blackberry,
mango, cherry and peach. And for the purists,
classics like lemon and lime are available, too.

Makes a great
substitute for
sandwiches that
call for focaccia or
.
a demi-baguette

FRESH FARE
ACE BAKERY HERBES DE
PROVENCE SCHIACCIATA

NUDE BY NATURE Cashmere
pressed blush, $26 each,
shoppersdrugmart.ca.

BLUSH CRUSH
NUDE BY NATURE CASHMERE
PRESSED BLUSH
Schiacciata (meaning “squashed”
in Italian) is one of Tuscany’s
tastiest baked treats. Enjoy this
airy flatbread on its own or use
it for a sandwich with prosciutto
and provolone.
Ace Bakery Herbes de Provence
SCHIACCIATA, $4 per loaf, acebakery.com.

This Australian beauty company hasn’t
been in Canada for long, but its clean
makeup lineup has already made
its mark among Canuck consumers.
The mineral powder-pressed blush,
available in three shades, is a quick
favourite thanks to its staying power
and blendable colour.

Tap off excess powder from your brush
before applying. This lets you build colour
gradually and avoid a splotchy look.

BEAMING BALM
HIGH BAR

AVEENO POSITIVELY
RADIANT BODY LOTION

KASHI JOI ENERGY NUT BARS

Aveeno continues to be
a trusted name in skin-care
products. Positively Radiant
body lotion not only provides
24 hours of hydration, but
also aims to treat the brand’s
five factors of radiance—
tone, texture, dullness,
blotchiness and dark spots.

Crunchy, chewy and made
with wholesome ingredients,
Kashi Joi nut bars and energy
nut bars make for super-tasty
snacks that sate hunger and
boost energy while you’re on
the go. Pure joy!
Kashi Joi Energy NUT BARS,
$2 per bar, kashijoi.ca.

AVEENO Positively Radiant Body
Lotion, $15, aveeno.ca.
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SMOOTH MOVES
L’ORÉAL PARIS REVITALIFT CICACREAM
SKIN REPAIR + ANTI-AGING CREAM

GO NUTS
ADAMS 100% NATURAL
DARK ROAST PEANUT
BUTTER
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HOUSEHOLD HERO
TIDE PODS ULTRA OXI LAUNDRY DETERGENT
Tide’s Ultra Oxi laundry detergent pods are new
to the brand’s powerful cleaning roster, but they
might already be MVP. They clean, pre-treat,
remove tough stains and protect colours all in
one small but mighty package.
Tide Pods Ultra Oxi LAUNDRY DETERGENT, $19, tide.ca.

Works in both hot
and cold water
wash cycles.

Adams puts it out there
on the label: only two
ingredients, peanuts and
salt, make up its natural
PB, and we wouldn’t
have it any other way.
All that’s left to decide
is if you prefer crunchy
or smooth.
Adams 100% Natural Dark
Roast PEANUT BUTTER, $4,
adamspeanutbutter.ca.

L’Oréal is known for effective and affordable
anti-aging skin-care products, and its new
Revitalift Cicacream joins the ranks.
Recognized by the Canadian Dermatology
Association, the moisturizing cream with
Centella asiatica (gotu kola) and pro retinol
reduces fine lines and signs of aging while
replenishing the skin’s moisture barrier.
L’ORÉAL PARIS Revitalift Cicacream Skin
Repair + Anti-Aging Cream, $28, lorealparis.ca.

LUXE LIPS
COVERGIRL
EXHIBITIONIST
METALLIC
LIPSTICK

LIQUID GOLD

Best new lip colour goes
to the metallic shades from
CoverGirl’s Exhibitionist
collection. From dusty rose
to deep violet, each of the
12 shiny shades has a rich
texture and is certified
cruelty-free.

NESCAFÉ GOLD
INSTANT AND ROAST
& GROUND COFFEE
Nescafé’s Instant and
Roast & Ground Coffee
continues to win gold
for one simple reason:
It delivers a rich, fullbodied cup every time.

COVERGIRL
Exhibitionist Metallic
lipstick, $9 each,
covergirl.ca.

Nescafé Gold Instant and
Roast & Ground COFFEE,
$8, shop.nescafe.ca.

CANDY CURE
CENTRUM MULTIGUMMIES
MULTI+BEAUTY

SCENTED
SELECTIONS
DOWNY UNSTOPABLES BOUNCE
OUTDOOR FRESH SCENT
Liven up your laundry with a fun and fresh scent
that lasts from wash to wear. Use Downy Unstopables relaxing Lush booster (with vanilla and lavender) for bedding, while Spring’s fruity, zesty
fragrance makes a great pick for athletic wear.
Downy Unstopables In-Wash SCENT BOOSTER,
$8, unstopables.com.
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Instant coffee works well in
recipes since it’s quick and
easy to adjust its strength. Try
it for your next dessert recipe
or enjoy it affogato-style.

It’s high time that multivitamin makers
realized adults like their vitamins in
gummy form just as much as kids do.
Centrum’s latest formulation features
gluten-free gummies that support
healthy hair, skin and
nails, backed by a
specific blend of
micronutrients and
more than 35 years
of nutritional science.
Centrum MultiGummies
Multi+Beauty MULTIVITAMIN, $19, centrum.ca.

